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wet. The temperature of the water during immersion should be maintained as nearly constant as practicable; not less than 50 degrees nor more than 7o degrees F.
The tests are to be made upon briquettes I inch square at place of rupture. The specifications contemplate the use of the form of briquette recommended by the committee of the American Society of Civil Engineers, held when tested by close-fitting metal clips, without rubber or other yielding contacts. The breaks considered in the tests are to be those occurring at the smallest section, i inch square.
SIMPLK TESTS.
Tests of cement received upon a work in progress must often be of much simpler character than prescribed herein.
Tests on the work are mainly to ascertain whether the article supplied is genuine cement, of a brand previously tested awl accepted, and whether it is a reasonably sound and active cement that will set hard in the desired time, and give a good, hard mortar. Simple tests may give this information, and such should be multiplied whether or not more elaborate tests be made. Pats and balls of cement and mortar from the storehouse and mixing platform or machine should be frequently made. The setting or hardening qualities, as determined roughly by estimating time and by pressure of the thumbnail, should be observed; the hardness of the set and strength, by cracking the hardened pats or eak.es between the fingers, and by dropping the balls from the height of the arm upon a pavement or stone and observing the result of the impact.
I*y placing the* pats in water as soon as hardened sufficiently awl raising the temperature to the boiling point for a few hours and observing the character awl color of the fracture 1 after sufficient immersion, information as to the character of the4 material, whether hydraulic, a Portland or Pu^zolan, whether too fresh or possiblv "blowy," may be speedily and quite well ascertained without measuring instruments.
Many engineers and users of cement regard such simple tests, taken in connection witli the weight and fineness of th<* cement and the apparent texture and hardness of the mortars and concretes in the work, sufficient field tests of a material of known repute. The more elaborate* tests, described above, should be made in well-equipped laboratories by skilled cement testers.
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The tests to be made are two classes:
(I") Purchase tests on samples furnished by bidders to ascertain whether the bidder mar be held on the sample to the

